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What is Native Advertising?
u Advertisements formatted to look 
like editorial news pieces 
u AKA advertorials, sponsored 
content, content marketing
http://craigmcnamara.blogspot.ca/2009/04/newspapers-and-aditorial-content.html
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What is Native Advertising?
u Advertisements formatted to look 
like editorial news pieces 
u AKA advertorials, sponsored 
content, content marketing
http://paidpost.nytimes.com/netflix/women-inmates-separate-but-not-equal.html
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Credibility Assessment
u Source & message help readers make credibility judgements about info
u Wathen & Burkell, 2002; Metzger, 2007
u Newspapers are generally considered credible
u Reliable sources
u Information is written well
u Sites look polished and professional
u Native advertising borrows source credibility from the publisher
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Credibility x Deception
Native advertising is:
u A form of deceptive or manipulative content
u Commonly confused with editorial content
u Stanford History Education Group (2016); 
Howe and Teufel (2014)
u More effective when the reader is deceived 
u Schauster, Ferrucci, & Neill (2016); Wu et 
al., (2016)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Globaloria_student_at_computer.jpg
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State of Native Advertising
u Growing segment of newspaper income
u Circulation income is steadily declining
u Native ads are priced as a “premium” product
u Major Canadian newspapers have in-house native advertising studios
u Globe Edge
u Postmedia Content Works
u Toronto Star Content Solutions
u Currently no specific laws or regulations produced by the Competition Bureau
u Canadian Association of Journalists lists requirements for advertorials to be visually 
distinct from editorial copy (”Policy Paper on Editorial Independence”, 2007)
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CAJ’s 2007 POLICY PAPER ON EDITORIAL 
INDEPENDENCE
“Print advertorials should be clearly labeled as 
advertising copy, horizontally, at the top of the 
page, in a point size that’s significantly larger than 
the body of the text, in a colour that contrasts with 
the background colour of the page. Similarly, the 
design and typeface of the advertorial should be 
markedly different from editorial content. The 
advertorial typeface and design should not 
deliberately mimic that of editorial copy.”
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Research Questions
u What are the prominent (linguistic and content-wise) 
characteristics of native ads produced by Canadian 
newspapers?
u How standard, predictable, and editorial-like are the 
formats of native ads? 
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Methods
u Content Analysis (Krippendorf, 2004) of native ads in The 
Toronto Star, The Globe and Mail, The National Post, and The 
Vancouver Sun
u Ads were matched to editorial content on the same topic
u Topics included housing development, finances, travel, and 
fashion
u Analysis based on CAJ recommendations
u labels (location, readability, content)
u text (affect, mood, content)
u context (other advertising, hyperlinks)
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Label
Context
Label
Text
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Labels
u Vary by publisher
u Usually grey and in a small font
u Appear just above the headline
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Disclaimers
u 2 publishers included disclaimers after 
the article content
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Trends in Text Content
u Positive or neutral emotional valence
u Largely descriptive and factual in tone
u Imperative mood used
u Links to more advertiser content
u Over 50% include interview segments with 
company management
14
u Pieces in a series tend to be 
repetitive
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Context
u Native ads are surrounded by content 
related to the advertiser
u Sidebars include: 
u Banner ads
u Facebook widgets
u links to other native ads
u Video or slideshow content
u The advertiser is paying for the entirety
of the page
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Implications for Credibility Assessment
u Advertisers understand how credibility judgements work
u Interviews with authoritative people
u Factual tone
u Professional style
u Unobtrusive labelling
u Native ads hurt newspapers’ source credibility
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Implications for Publishers & Advertisers
u Native ads can be ad-blocked, but more deceptive pieces may be less 
likely to be blocked
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Implications for Publishers & Advertisers
u “Brain drain” from editorial departments
u “When a freelancer is working on sponsored content, she is not 
producing journalism” (Enkin, Levine, & Currie, 2015)
u Creation of conflicts of interest 
u “How, for example, can a reporter or team that regularly covers 
the real estate industry be involved in creating sponsored content 
for a developer and still be able to cover in a disinterested 
manner, a developer’s application to the province for land use 
change?” (Enkin, Levine & Currie, 2015)
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Consequences & Future Work
u Native advertising in Canada appears very similar to editorial journalism
u Labelling is unobtrusive and non-standard between publishers
Next Steps:
u Increase connection to advertising personnel
u Investigate technological solutions
u To what extent do different adblockers work on this content?
u Can we build a tool to recognize unlabelled native advertising?
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Thank You!
This research has been funded by the Government of Canada Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
(SSHRC) Insight Grant (#435-2015-0065) awarded to Dr. Rubin for the project entitled Digital Deception Detection: 
Identifying Deliberate Misinformation in Online News.
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